MARK L CUSTOM VANILLA SKY Overdrive

MARK L Custom Guitar Effects:

-

Handcrafted by passionate professionals for musicians.
Include highest-quality components e.g. NEUTRIK, ALPHA, SWITCHKRAFT,
MLC, BURR BROWN
Everything is built inside a sturdy powder coated aluminum chassis, helping to
cope with the hardest stage wear and tear one can expect.
100% analog signal line, creating a warm and rich tone.
TRUE BYPASS for extreme tone clarity.
Before shipping, each device is carefully inspected by the company’s inside
personnel as well as professional musicians who take part in the construction of
our devices.

MARK L VANILLA SKY OVERDRIVE
The idea behind this, was to create an effect which would retain its dynamics and
selectivity even in the highest GAIN levels. A completely analog signal line helps achieve
a rich and ‘boutique’ sound. The circuit is based on an BURR BROWN - OPA amplifier
thanks to which the effect gains in longevity and at the same time ensures a high level of
dynamics and a low amount of hum.

CONTROL:
Level Out: volume jog dial
White color: treble tone jog dial
Blue color: bass tone jog dial
Level Drive: Gain regulator from clean to drive.

Only External Power Supply:
MARK L VANILLA Sky Overdrive is also fed externally, through a stabilized direct
current 9VDC, thanks to which no battery supply may be needed and equipped with an
industry standard 2,1x 5,5mm power supply input. To ensure the best, most stable and
deprived of any background hum power supply, we suggest using MLC FX POWER
BOX PRO.

Guarantee:
Mark L custom Guitar Electronics gives a 2 year warranty for all electronic and
mechanical elements apart from the battery. The guarantee does not include mechanical
damage, soiling, flood , improper power supply, fire, natural disasters, improper
installation or exploitation not according to use.

Contact:
MARK L Custom Guitar Electronics
Stokrotki 12 Str.
80732 Gdańsk POLAND
info@marklcustom.com
www.marklcustom.com

